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    01 Just Your Fool  02 Going Home  03 Just A Feeling  04 As The Crow Flies  05 Long Lean
Lanky Mama  06 Stranger In A Strange Land  07 Long Legged Woman  08 Cristo Redentor   
Charlie Musselwhite – vocals, harmonica  Kid Andersen – guitar  Randy Bermudes - bass  June
Core – drums    Bremen, Germany  Kulturzentrum Schlachthof  Jazzahead! 2010  2010-04-22   

 

  

Harmonica master Charlie Musselwhite's life reads like a classic blues song: born in Mississippi,
raised in Memphis, and schooled on the south side of Chicago. A groundbreaking recording
artist since the 1960s, he continues to create trailblazing music while remaining firmly rooted in
the blues. His worldly-wise vocals, rich, melodic harmonica playing, and deep country blues
guitar work flawlessly accompany his often autobiographical and always memorable original
songs.

  

Over the years, Musselwhite has released albums on a variety of labels, ranging from straight
blues to music mixing elements of jazz, gospel, Tex-Mex, Cuban, and other world music,
winning new fans at every turn. He has shared stages with countless blues and rock musicians
and was inducted into the Blues Foundation's Blues Hall of Fame in 2010. He has also been
nominated for six Grammy Awards and has won 24 Blues Music Awards. His latest album The
Well (2010) is perhaps the strongest, most intimate album of his entire career. How do you
describe a living legend who's every bit as on top of his musical game as he was 40 years ago?
The San Francisco Chronicle does it well: "Charlie Musselwhite's harmonica playing shows
taste, bite, restraint, and power. He's one of the best, and as a bluesman, he's as real as they
come." --- bbkingblues.com
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